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OCR GCSE History SHP: Britain in Peace and War 1900-1918 - Christopher Culpin 2017-04-24
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
AQA GCSE History: Understanding the Modern World - David Ferriby 2016-04-18
Create a stimulating, well-paced teaching route through the 2016 GCSE History specification using this
tailor-made series that draws on a legacy of market-leading history textbooks and the individual subject
specialisms of the author team to inspire student success. - Motivate your students to deepen their subject
knowledge through an engaging and thought-provoking narrative that makes historical concepts accessible
and interesting to today's learners - Embed progressive skills development in every lesson with carefully
designed Focus Tasks that encourage students to question, analyse and interpret key topics - Take
students' historical understanding to the next level by using a wealth of original contemporary source
material to encourage wider reflection on different periods - Help your students achieve their potential at
GCSE with revision tips and practice questions geared towards the changed assessment model, plus useful
advice to aid exam preparation - Confidently navigate the new AQA specification using the expert insight of
experienced authors and teachers with examining experience This single core text contains all four period
studies and the following wider world depth studies: - Conflict and tension, 1894-1918 - Conflict and
tension, 1918-1939 - Conflict and tension between East and West, 1945-1972 - Conflict and tension in Asia,
1950-1975
OCR GCSE History SHP: Living under Nazi Rule 1933-1945 - Richard Kennett 2017-07-24
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. The engaging, accessible text covers
the content you need for teacher-led lessons and independent study Step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
The scaffolded three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning
Suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key
concepts accessible to all A range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source material is embedded
at the heart of each investigation to enhance understanding Memorable case studies, diagrams,
infographics and contemporary photos bring fascinating events and people to life
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The Impact of Empire - Michael Riley 2008-07-01
'This is History!' is the Schools History Project's radical new scheme of work for Key Stage 3 National
Curriculum history. It offers a varied, relevant and challenging scheme of work for the whole Key Stage 3
history programme of study. 'The Impact of Empire' tells the story of the British Empire from the 1480s to
the present. The British Empire is an important yet under-taught topic in British schools. This book aims to
redress that balance by providing intriguing and relevant case studies, telling powerful stories and
providing activities which engage pupils with the key ideas and which make this vast topic accessible to all
teachers and all pupils whatever their ability. Through a combination of in-depth and overview units the
book covers 500 years of history, from the story of Britain's first colony of Roanoke in North America (a
failure) to the powerful legacy of colonialism in contemporary multicultural Britain. Flexibility: each of the
units are relatively self-contained allowing them to be slotted into the other history units in your scheme of
work as required, or the units can be used together as a whole course to last half a term or more. The
content coverage is broad: it touches on North America, the Caribbean, West Africa, the Middle East and
India. Separate units investigate the slave trade, the scramble for Africa and transportation to Australia.
There are three linked units telling the story of British involvement in India from the early traders through
the East India Company to the story of Gandhi and decolonisation in the 1940s. It examines both the impact
of the Empire on Britain itself and its impact on the colonised nations. The skills focus is on interpretations:
how we can tell the story of something so vast and varied; and why people differ in their interpretations of
the Empire. This Teacher's Resource Book provides worksheets and teaching notes to support all the main
tasks and further activities to help you vary the learning styles.
Access to History: Civil Rights in the USA 1865–1992 for OCR Second Edition - Nicholas Fellows
2019-12-16
Exam board: OCR Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: Summer
2016 (AS); Summer 2017 (A-level) Put your trust in the textbook series that has given thousands of A-level
History students deeper knowledge and better grades for over 30 years. Updated to meet the demands of
today's A-level specifications, this new generation of Access to History titles includes accurate exam
guidance based on examiners' reports, free online activity worksheets and contextual information that
underpins students' understanding of the period. - Develop strong historical knowledge: in-depth analysis of
each topic is both authoritative and accessible - Build historical skills and understanding: downloadable
activity worksheets can be used independently by students or edited by teachers for classwork and
homework - Learn, remember and connect important events and people: an introduction to the period,
summary diagrams, timelines and links to additional online resources support lessons, revision and
coursework - Achieve exam success: practical advice matched to the requirements of your A-level
specification incorporates the lessons learnt from previous exams - Engage with sources, interpretations
and the latest historical research: students will evaluate a rich collection of visual and written materials,
plus key debates that examine the views of different historians
OCR GCSE (9–1) History B (SHP) Foundation Edition: The Norman Conquest 1065–1087 - Jamie
Byrom 2020-03-30
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
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2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook. Help more students to access the content for
OCR GCSE History B (SHP) with this Foundation Edition, designed to work alongside the mainstream
textbook for effective co-teaching in the same class. Covering The Making of America 1789-1900, this book:
br” Follows the same structure and page numbers as the mainstream textbook so that students of all
abilities can explore the same enquiriesbrbr” Simplifies and reduces the text on each page, using carefullycontrolled vocabulary and clear explanations of key termsbrbr” Focuses on the key points that students
need to understand and includes new content summaries at the end of each enquiry to reinforce learning
OCR GCSE History SHP: The Making of America 1789-1900 - Alex Ford 2017-07-03
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. b” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /bThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrb” Ease the transition to GCSE:b” Build the knowledge and understanding that
students need to succeed: /bThe scaffolded three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on
and review their learningbrbrb” Boost student performance:b” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source
work: /bA range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of
each investigation to enhance understandingbrbrb” Develop students' sense of period:
OCR GCSE History SHP: The Making of America 1789-1900 - Alex Ford 2017-07-03
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. The engaging, accessible text covers
the content you need for teacher-led lessons and independent study Step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
The scaffolded three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning
Suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key
concepts accessible to all A range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source material is embedded
at the heart of each investigation to enhance understanding Memorable case studies, diagrams,
infographics and contemporary photos bring fascinating events and people to life
OCR GCSE History SHP: Aztecs and the Spanish Conquest, 1519-1535 - Richard Woff 2017-10-23
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
Learning to Teach History in the Secondary School - Terry Haydn 2014-10-10
'An excellent companion to Learning to Teach in Secondary School ... full of good ideas and better advice ...
Mentors will certainly want to use it, and so, I'm sure, will the rest of the history department ... Make sure
they buy one, and keep your copy under lock and key.' – Michael Duffy, Times Educational Supplement 'A
very well written and readable book. Overall, this is an excellent book and one which students and teachers
outwith England would find a valuable addition to their library.' – Scottish Association of Teachers of
History, Resources Review ‘This book is without question the standard text for the history PGCE market.’ –
Dr Ian Davies, University of York, on the first edition. Learning to Teach History in the Secondary School
provides an accessible introduction to teaching and learning history at secondary level. Underpinned by a
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theoretical perspective and backed up by the latest research, it encourages student teachers to develop a
personal approach to teaching history. This fourth edition has been thoroughly updated for the new
curriculum, with a brand new chapter on subject knowledge and a new section on action research to better
support those reflecting on and developing their own practice. It provides an array of references and
materials that give a sound theoretical foundation for the teaching of history, including weblinks to further
resources, while a range of tasks will enable students to put their learning into practice in the classroom.
Practical advice is combined with reference and access to a wide range of recent and relevant research in
the field of history education, to support Masters Level research and aid reflective practice. Key issues
covered include: The benefits of learning history Planning The use of language and strategies for teaching
Inclusion Technology in history teaching Assessment Continuing professional development Offering
comprehensive and accessible support to becoming a history teacher, this book remains an invaluable
resource for all training and newly qualified history teachers.
The Early Tudors - David Rogerson 2001
This text offers an investigation into the history of Britain under the early Tudors from Henry VII to Mary,
revealing the nature, achievements and failures of the dynasty.
OCR GCSE History SHP: The Elizabethans, 1580-1603 - Michael Riley 2017-01-03
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
Castles and the Anglo-Norman World - John A. Davies 2016-05-31
Castles and the Anglo-Norman World is a major new synthesis drawing together a series of 20 papers by 26
French and English specialists in the field of Anglo-Norman studies. It includes summaries of current
knowledge and new research into important Norman castles in England and Normandy, drawing on
information from recent excavations. Sections consider the evolution of Anglo-Norman castles, the
architecture and archaeology of Norman monuments, Romanesque architecture and artifacts, the Bayeux
Tapestry and the presentation of historic sites to the public. These studies are presented together with a
consideration of the 12th century cross-Channel Norman Empire, which provides a broader context. This
work is the result of a conference held at Norwich Castle in 2012, which was part of a collaboration
between professionals in the fields of archaeology, architecture, museums and heritage, under the banner
of the Norman Connections Project.
OCR GCSE History SHP: The First Crusade c1070-1100 - Rachel Foster 2017-10-23
Exam Board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: History First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018 Let
SHP successfully steer you through the new specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series that
invigorates teaching and learning; combining best practice principles and worthwhile tasks to develop
students' high-level historical knowledge and skills. - Tackle unfamiliar topics from the broadened
curriculum with confidence: the engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led
lessons and independent study - Ease the transition to GCSE: step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
- Build the knowledge and understanding students need to succeed: the scaffolded three-part task structure
enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning - Boost student performance across the
board: suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make
key concepts accessible to all - Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: a range of purposeful,
intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance
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understanding - Develop students' sense of period: the visually stimulating text design uses memorable case
studies, diagrams, infographics and contemporary photos to bring fascinating events and people to life
British Depth Studies C1066-1685 - Aaron Wilkes 2016-05-12
Written by an experienced head of history and an author with examining experience to match the 2016 AQA
GCSE History specification, this combined British Depth Studies Book covers the historical environments of
each British Depth study, and focuses in depth on the economic, religious, political, social and cultural
standpoints of each period.
AQA GCSE History: Migration, Empires and the People - Abdul Mohamud 2017-03-20
Create a stimulating, well-paced teaching route through the 2016 GCSE History specification using this
tailor-made series that draws on a legacy of market-leading history textbooks and the individual subject
specialisms of the author team to inspire student success. - Motivate your students to deepen their subject
knowledge through an engaging and thought-provoking narrative that makes historical concepts accessible
and interesting to today's learners - Embed progressive skills development in every lesson with carefully
designed Focus Tasks that encourage students to question, analyse and interpret key topics - Take
students' historical understanding to the next level by using a wealth of original contemporary source
material to encourage wider reflection on different periods - Help your students achieve their potential at
GCSE with revision tips and practice questions geared towards the changed assessment model, plus useful
advice to aid exam preparation - Confidently navigate the new AQA specification using the expert insight of
experienced authors and teachers with examining experience
OCR GCSE History SHP: the Norman Conquest 1065-1087 - Michael Fordham 2016-08-26
Let SHP successfully steer you through the new specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series that
invigorates teaching and learning; combining best practice principles and worthwhile tasks to develop
students' high-level historical knowledge and skills. - Tackle unfamiliar topics from the broadened
curriculum with confidence: the engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led
lessons and independent study - Ease the transition to GCSE: step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
- Build the knowledge and understanding students need to succeed: the scaffolded three-part task structure
enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning - Boost student performance across the
board: suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make
key concepts accessible to all - Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: a range of purposeful,
intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance
understanding - Develop students' sense of period: the visually stimulating text design uses memorable case
studies, diagrams, infographics and contemporary photos to bring fascinating events and people to life
OCR GCSE History SHP: The People's Health c.1250 to present - Michael Riley 2016-07-04
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) History - Tim Jenner 2018-01-08
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018
Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key
content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision
Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic
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planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge
and related activities that put the content into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by
progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through examstyle questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachers - Get exam ready
with extra quick quizzes and answers to the activities available online This title covers the following
options: Period studies - Germany, 1890-1945: Democracy and dictatorship - America, 1920-1973:
Opportunity and inequality Wider world depth studies - Conflict and tension, 1918-1939 - Conflict and
tension between East and West, 1945-1972 - Conflict and tension in Asia, 1950-1975 Thematic studies Britain: Health and the people: c1000 to the present day - Britain: Power and the people: c1170 to the
present day British depth studies - Norman England, c1066-c1100 - Elizabethan England, c1568-1603
OCR GCSE (9–1) History B (SHP) Foundation Edition: The People's Health c.1250 to present - Jamie Byrom
2020-05-25
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook. Help more students to access the content for
OCR GCSE History B (SHP) with this Foundation Edition, designed to work alongside the mainstream
textbook for effective co-teaching in the same class. Covering The People's Health c.1250 to present, this
book: br” Follows the same structure and page numbers as the mainstream textbook so that students of all
abilities can explore the same enquiriesbrbr” Simplifies and reduces the text on each page, using carefullycontrolled vocabulary and clear explanations of key termsbrbr” Focuses on the key points that students
need to understand and includes new content summaries at the end of each enquiry to reinforce learning
King John - Marc Morris 2015-10-15
King John is one of those historical characters who needs little in the way of introduction. If readers are not
already familiar with him as the tyrant whose misgovernment gave rise to Magna Carta, we remember him
as the villain in the stories of Robin Hood. Formidable and cunning, but also cruel, lecherous, treacherous
and untrusting. Twelve years into his reign, John was regarded as a powerful king within the British Isles.
But despite this immense early success, when he finally crosses to France to recover his lost empire, he
meets with disaster. John returns home penniless to face a tide of criticism about his unjust rule. The result
is Magna Carta – a ground-breaking document in posterity, but a worthless piece of parchment in 1215,
since John had no intention of honoring it. Like all great tragedies, the world can only be put to rights by
the tyrant’s death. John finally obliges at Newark Castle in October 1216, dying of dysentery as a great gale
howls up the valley of the Trent.
OCR GCSE (9-1) History B (SHP) Foundation Edition: the Norman Conquest 1065-1087 - Jamie Byrom
2020-02-28
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Help more students access the content for OCR GCSE History B (SHP)
with this Foundation Edition, designed to work alongside the mainstream textbook for effective co-teaching
in the same class. Covering The Norman Conquest 1065-1087, this book: - Follows the same structure and
page numbers as the mainstream textbook so that students of all abilities can explore the same enquiries Simplifies and reduces the text on each page, using carefully-controlled vocabulary and clear explanations
of key terms - Focuses on the essential knowledge that students really need and includes new content
summaries at the end of each enquiry to reinforce learning - Offers full support for the student tasks, using
a wide range of scaffolding to make the tasks accessible and achievable - Provides specific assessment
guidance and develops the historical thinking skills required for success at GCSE
OCR GCSE History SHP: The Norman Conquest 1065-1087 - Michael Riley 2017-02-06
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
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Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
OCR GCSE History SHP: Migrants to Britain c.1250 to present - Martin Spafford 2016-10-10
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. The engaging, accessible text covers
the content you need for teacher-led lessons and independent study Step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
The scaffolded three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning
Suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key
concepts accessible to all A range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source material is embedded
at the heart of each investigation to enhance understanding Memorable case studies, diagrams,
infographics and contemporary photos bring fascinating events and people to life
OCR A Level History: Britain 1930–1997 - Mike Wells 2015-06-26
This is an OCR endorsed resource. Build strong subject knowledge and skills in A Level History using the
in-depth analysis and structured support in this tailor-made series for OCR's British period studies and
enquiries. - Develops the analytical skills required to succeed in the period study by organising the
narrative content around the key issues for students to explore - Enhances understanding of the chosen
historical period, supplying a wealth of extracts and sources that offer opportunities to practise the
evaluative skills needed for the enquiry - Progressively improves study skills through developmental
activities and advice on answering practice exam questions - Helps students to review, revise and reflect on
the course material through chapter summaries and revision activities that consolidate topic knowledge Equips students with transferable critical thinking skills, presenting contrasting academic opinions that
encourage A Level historians to make informed judgements on major debates Each title in the OCR A Level
History series contains one or two British period studies and its associated enquiry, providing complete
support for every option in Unit Group 1.
The Norman Conquest - Marc Morris 2022-09-13
A riveting and authoritative history of the single most important event in English history: The Norman
Conquest. An upstart French duke who sets out to conquer the most powerful and unified kingdom in
Christendom. An invasion force on a scale not seen since the days of the Romans. One of the bloodiest and
most decisive battles ever fought. This new history explains why the Norman Conquest was the most
significant cultural and military episode in English history. Assessing the original evidence at every turn,
Marc Morris goes beyond the familiar outline to explain why England was at once so powerful and yet so
vulnerable to William the Conqueror’s attack. Morris writes with passion, verve, and scrupulous concern for
historical accuracy. This is the definitive account for our times of an extraordinary story, indeed the pivotal
moment in the shaping of the English nation.
OCR GCSE History SHP: Crime and Punishment C. 1250 to Present - Michael Riley 2016-05-27
Let SHP successfully steer you through the new specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series that
invigorates teaching and learning; combining best practice principles and worthwhile tasks to develop
students' high-level historical knowledge and skills. - Tackle unfamiliar topics from the broadened
curriculum with confidence: the engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led
lessons and independent study - Ease the transition to GCSE: step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
- Build the knowledge and understanding students need to succeed: the scaffolded three-part task structure
enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning - Boost student performance across the
board: suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make
key concepts accessible to all - Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: a range of purposeful,
intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance
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understanding - Develop students' sense of period: the visually stimulating text design uses memorable case
studies, diagrams, infographics and contemporary photos to bring fascinating events and people to life
1066 - David Howarth 2002
While the date 1066 is familiar to almost everybody as the year of the Norman conquest of England, few
can place the event in the context of the dramatic year in which it took place. In this book, David Howarth
attempts to bring alive the struggle for the succession to the English crown from the death of Edward the
Confessor in January 1066 to the Christmas coronation of Duke William of Normandy. There is an almost
uncanny symmetry, as well as a relentlessly exciting surge, of events leading to and from the Battle of
Hastings.
OCR GCSE History SHP: Living under Nazi Rule 1933-1945 - Richard Kennett 2017-07-24
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task
structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student
performance: /BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear
explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work:
OCR GCSE History SHP: The Mughal Empire 1526-1707 - Michael Riley 2018-01-08
Exam board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018
Let SHP successfully steer you through the new specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series that
invigorates teaching and learning; combining best practice principles and worthwhile tasks to develop
students' high-level historical knowledge and skills. - Tackle unfamiliar topics from the broadened
curriculum with confidence: the engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led
lessons and independent study - Ease the transition to GCSE: step-by-step enquiries inspired by best
practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across units
- Build the knowledge and understanding students need to succeed: the scaffolded three-part task structure
enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning - Boost student performance across the
board: suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make
key concepts accessible to all - Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: a range of purposeful,
intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance
understanding - Develop students' sense of period: the visually stimulating text design uses memorable case
studies, diagrams, infographics and contemporary photos to bring fascinating events and people to life
OCR GCSE History Explaining the Modern World: Migration, Empire and the Historic Environment - Martin
Spafford 2017-03-20
Exam board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018
Trust Ben Walsh to guide you through the 9-1 GCSE specification and motivate your students to excel with
his trademark mix of engaging narrative and fascinating contemporary sources. Brought to you by the
market-leading History publisher and OCR's Publishing Partner for History. br” Skilfully steers you through
the increased content requirements and changed assessment model with a comprehensive, appropriatelypaced course created by bestselling author Ben Walsh and a team of subject specialistsbrbr” Deepens
subject knowledge through clear, evocative explanations that make complex content accessible to GCSE
studentsbrbr” Progressively builds students' enquiry, interpretative and analytical skills with carefully
designed Focus Tasks throughout each chapter
OCR GCSE History SHP: Viking Expansion c750-c1050 - Christopher Culpin 2017-08-29
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
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worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: B” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in KS3 help
to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB” Build the
knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe scaffolded three-part task structure
enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student performance:
/BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key
concepts accessible to allbrbrB” Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: /BA range of purposeful,
intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance
understanding
Russia Under Tsarism and Communism 1881-1953 - Chris Corin 2011-01-01
This volume is a comprehensive advanced core text on Russia from 1881 to the death of Stalin. It is a
second edition of the bestselling Communist Russia under Lenin and Stalin. This second edition is extended
to cover the Tsarist pre-revolutionary period. It offers students an insight into - the nature of Tsarist rule in
Russia and the causes and consequences of the 1905 revolution; - the causes and consequences of the
Russian Revolution in 1917; - the nature, the achievements and failures of Lenin's and Stalin's Communist
regimes; - the ongoing historiographical debate about this period and the current reinterpretations of it.
Other improvements for this second edition include more streamlined coverage of Stalin's foreign policy.
My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE (9-1) History B: Schools History Project - Richard Kennett 2018-03-19
Target success in OCR GCSE (9-1) History B with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key
content coverage is combined with exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision
Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic
planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic summaries that consolidate knowledge
and related activities that put the content into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by
progressing through revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through examstyle questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors and teachers - Get exam ready
with extra quick quizzes and answers to the activities available online This title covers the following
options: Thematic studies - The People's Health, c.1250 to present - Crime and Punishment, c.1250 to
present British depth studies - The Norman Conquest, 1065-1087 - The Elizabethans, 1580-1603 Period
studies - The Making of America, 1789-1900 World depth studies - Living under Nazi Rule, 1933-1945
Tourism Employment - Michael Riley 2002-02-12
This book is an attempt to understand tourism employment in a holistic way. Using ideas from labour
economics, work psychology and industrial sociology the authors look at tourism employment in both its
workplace context and its wider economic and social environment and attempt to tell a coherent story. Both
behavioural and economic perspectives are used to address questions that are salient to manpower
planning, education planning and tourism management. By examining the diversity and commonality within
occupations against the background of a dynamic labour market the text develops themes that contribute to
our understanding of the behaviour of workers and managers in the industry.
The Corruption of the Curriculum - Shirley Lawes 2007-01-01
The authors of this book examine the British National Curriculum from several different perspectives and
concentrate on various subject areas. The uniting theme between these essays is the argument that the
subjects in the school curriculum used to be regarded as discrete areas of knowledge which would be
imparted to pupils by teachers motivated by a love of learning, but that this has not been enough for recent
governments who see schools as a means of promoting social and political goals that may or may not relate
to traditional academic disciplines. The contributors to this book argue that we need to return to the
traditional view of education as a means of transmitting a body of knowledge from one generation to the
next, and that academic rigour and respect for the professionalism of teachers should take precedence over
political manipulation of the curriculum.
AQA GCSE History: Norman England, 1066-1100 - Helena Clarke 2016-10-10
Create a stimulating, well-paced teaching route through the 2016 GCSE History specification using this
tailor-made series that draws on a legacy of market-leading history textbooks and the individual subject
ocr-gcse-history-shp-the-norman-conquest-1065-1087-ocr-shp-gcse

specialisms of the author team to inspire student success. - Motivate your students to deepen their subject
knowledge through an engaging and thought-provoking narrative that makes historical concepts accessible
and interesting to today's learners - Embed progressive skills development in every lesson with carefully
designed Focus Tasks that encourage students to question, analyse and interpret key topics - Take
students' historical understanding to the next level by using a wealth of original contemporary source
material to encourage wider reflection on different periods - Help your students achieve their potential at
GCSE with revision tips and practice questions geared towards the changed assessment model, plus useful
advice to aid exam preparation - Confidently navigate the new AQA specification using the expert insight of
experienced authors and teachers with examining experience About this book Norman England is an
authoritative textbook for the new AQA British Depth Study: Norman England 1066-1100. It covers: Part
One: Conquest and Control - Causes of conquest: Why did the Normans invade and conquer England? - The
Battle of Hastings: Why did William win the Battle of Hastings in 1066? - Establishing control: How did
William deal with rebellions and start to take control of the country? Part Two: Taking Stock - Feudalism:
How was the country organised under the Feudal system? - Domesday book: Why was the Domesday survey
compiled & what can be learnt from it? - The Medieval Village: What was life like for ordinary people? Part
Three: The Normans and Monasticism - The Church: To what extent did William change the English
Church? - Monasticism: How did monasteries change after the Norman conquest? Norman England is
written by the Helena Clarke who has taught History at Wilmslow High School for 10 years and is also team
leader for GCSE History for a major awarding body.
KS3 History: Invasion, Plague and Murder: Britain 1066-1509 - Aaron Wilkes 2014-07-03
Written to match the new 2014 National Curriculum with expert support from experienced Head of History,
Aaron Wilkes, the third editions of this well-loved series will hook your students' interest in KS3 History
whilst helping them prepare for GCSE. Invasion, Plague and Murder 1066-1509 is the first of four new third
editions, and covers: Britain before 1066, the Norman Conquest, castles, religion in the Middle Ages, life in
the Middle Ages, rulers, health and medicine, justice in Medieval Britain, wars of the Middle Ages and
change over time.
OCR GCSE History SHP: Crime and Punishment c.1250 to present - Michael Riley 2016-08-30
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September
2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the
OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining best practice teaching methods and
worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: /BThe engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and
independent studybrbrB” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in
KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB”
Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed:Suitably challenging tasks
encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key concepts accessible to all B”
Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: /BA range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source
material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance understandingbrbrB” Develop students'
sense of period:
OCR A Level History: The American Revolution 1740-1796 and The USA in the 19th Century 1803–1890 Mike Wells 2018-09-17
Exam board: OCR Level: A Level Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: AS: Summer
2016, A Level: Summer 2017 An OCR endorsed resource Successfully cover Unit Group 2 with the right
amount of depth and pace; this bespoke series from the leading History publisher follows our proven and
popular approach for OCR A Level, blending clear course coverage with focused activities and
comprehensive assessment support. - Develops understanding of the period through an accessible narrative
that is tailored to the specification content and structured around key questions for each topic - Builds the
skills required for Unit Group 2, from explanation, assessment and analysis to the ability to make
substantiated judgements - Enables students to consolidate and extend their topic knowledge with a range
of activities suitable for classwork or homework - Helps students achieve their best by providing step-bystep assessment guidance and practice questions - Facilitates revision with useful summaries at the start
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and end of each chapter - Ensures that students understand key historical terms and concepts by defining
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